
Storia - italian fiction in translation

Following the detachment of his retina, travel writer Diego Tribeca is left half-blind. Returning to his family home
to await treatment, he discovers that his phone is tapped into those of the other residents in his block. In his solitude
his eavesdropping becomes an obsession, and he becomes more and more involved in their lives. He starts a
relationship with one of the tenants, who unknowingly is the missing link in his troubled family history. Listening to
other people�s stories and problems, he begins an investigation into his own past life, which in turn will change his
future. 

Translated from the Italian novel Ti Ascolto by Federica De Paolis, who is particularly good at depicting the weakness
and obsessions of contemporary women, the novel takes delicate issues like cancer, anorexia and domestic violence
and deals with them bluntly and directly in a story that takes place in contemporary Italy, but could be happening
anywhere… even next door to you.

About the Translators:
Simona Rizzardi studied at Genoa University and then worked as a lector and then a teaching fellow in Italian at Bangor and
Hull Universities. She retired in 2011. Samuel Rizzardi graduated in French and Italian from the University of Kent before
spending a year teaching English as a Foreign Language in Italy. He is presently doing his MA in Translation at Hull University

About the Series:
The Troubador Storia series brings contemporary Italian fiction to a new English-speaking audience. New translations of Italian
fiction from outstanding Italian writers are being made available for the first time in English. Read more about Storia books
online: http://www.troubador.co.uk/imprints.asp?s=Troubador%20Storia
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